CORONAVIRUS

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease, caused by a novel (or new) coronavirus that has not previously been seen in humans.

Everyone is at risk for getting COVID-19 if they are exposed to the virus. Some people are more likely than others to become severely ill, which means that they may require hospitalization, intensive care, or a ventilator to help them breathe, or they may even die.

The virus that causes COVID-19 is thought to spread mainly from person to person, mainly through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs, sneezes, or talks. Spread is more likely when people are in close contact with one another (within about 6 feet). Some recent studies have suggested that COVID-19 may be spread by people who are not showing symptoms.

At this time, there are no specific vaccines or treatments for COVID-19. To prevent spread; wash your hands often, avoid close contact and cover your mouth and nose with a cloth face cover when around others.

S-Protein Assembly Instructions:

1. Cut out shapes along outside edges.

2. Pre-crease all dashed (---) and dot (..) lines with a ruler and a blunt-edged tool (i.e. a Bone Folder or pen cap).

3. Fold all dashed lines (---) away from you (mountain fold) and all dot lines (..) toward you (valley fold).

4. Spread a thin layer of glue on a folded tab (a toothpick and Allene’s Quick Dry is best).

5. Place tab under corresponding side and press together until the glue dries.

6. Glue each S-Protein onto the flat (hexagram) surfaces of the main Coronavirus model.

7. Repeat until assembled.

Text from Center for Disease Control (www.cdc.gov)
Visual Identities of Covid-19 model based on the work of Alissa Eckert & Dan Higgins, medical illustrators at the Center for Disease Control (www.cdc.gov)
Thanks much to Carter Stokum for S-Protein design.
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